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Position data from real-time indoor positioning systems are increasingly used for studying

individual cow behavior and social behavior in dairy herds. However, missing data

challenges achieving reliable continuous activity monitoring and behavior studies. This

study investigates the pattern of missing data and alternative interpolation methods

in ultra-wideband based real-time indoor positioning systems in a free-stall barn. We

collected 3 months of position data from a Swedish farm with around 200 cows. Data

sampled for 6 days from 69 cows were used in subsequent analyzes to determine the

location and duration of missing data. Data from 20 cows with the most reliable tags

were selected to compare the effects of four different interpolation methods (previous,

linear interpolation, cubic spline data interpolation and modified Akima interpolation).

By comparing the observed data with the interpolations of the simulated missing data,

the mean error distance varied from around 55 cm, using the previously last observed

position, to around 17 cm for modified Akima. Modified Akima interpolation has the

lowest error distance for all investigated activities (rest, walking, standing, feeding). Larger

error distances were found in areas where the cows walk and turn, such as the corner

between feeding and cubicles. Modified Akima interpolation is expected to be useful in

the subsequent analyses of data gathered using real-time indoor positioning systems.

Keywords: ultra-wideband, dairy cow, indoor positioning, data interpolation, precision livestock farming

INTRODUCTION

Real-time indoor positioning systems that provide the position of individual cows inside dairy
barns allow modern farms to monitor cows’ behavior and activity patterns continuously.
Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology, one of the most accurate indoor positioning technologies
(Pascacio et al., 2021), has been used to monitor individual cows’ feeding behavior (Pastell and
Frondelius, 2018), activity patterns (Benaissa et al., 2020) and social bonds within cow groups
(Rocha et al., 2020).

However, sufficient data quality is needed to achieve reliable behavior studies using the data
from positioning systems. Real-time position systems may have problems with missing data
due to physical structures, calibration, or communication failures between resources in the
system. Missing data brings challenges for reliable continuous monitoring of animal activity and
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subsequent studies of behavior and social interactions, especially
if there are long time-gaps in the data. Missing data issues have
been reported in several previous studies. Gygax et al. (2007)
demonstrated a UWB system (Abatec, Regau, Austria) with 0.5m
spatial precision and 13% missing values. Porto et al. assessed
UWB ear-tags (Ubisense, UK) with a mean accuracy of 0.51m
and 2%missing values (Porto et al., 2014). Meunier et al. reported
that, on average, 2.6 h of data was missing per 24 h (CowView,
GEA Farmtechnology, Germany). The variance of the missing
data between cows was 10%, and within the tag for different
days it was 5% (Meunier et al., 2018). Pastell et al. reported a
UWB system (Ubisense, UK) where 58% of data was missing,
with a large variation of missing data between cows (ranging
from 11 to 76%). Most of the missing data in the trial of Pastell
et al. (2018) occurred in the stalls and near the edges of the
coverage of the positioning system. Still, the effects on the data
reliability have rarely been quantified in the livestock production
research literature.

Data interpolation methods can standardize the resolution
of the real-time location data and it is necessary to fill in
the missing data to continuously calculate spatial proximity
interactions between cows used in social network studies. For
a real-time system, it is difficult to make better predictions of
missing positions than applying extrapolation using the previous
last non-missing entry. Whereas, detailed analyses of already
collected data can be improved substantially by using suitable
interpolation methods for the positioning data. A median filter
and image analyses have been used to refineUWB-based behavior
classification (Meunier et al., 2018). UWB and computer vision
modules have been combined using timestamp and floor plans
to analyze social interactions in dairy cattle (Ren et al., 2021a).
Pastell et al. designed a jump filter and Kalman filter to improve
the accuracy of the UWB positioning system at the same time
as linear piecewise interpolation was used to fill in missing data
(Pastell et al., 2018). Melzer et al. (2021) used a stepwise linear
interpolation method while calculating proximity relationships
between cows. However, previous studies have only conducted
limited validations from the aspect of data interpolation.

In this study, we investigate the pattern of missing data and
alternative interpolation methods for data collected in free-stall
barns using UWB-based real-time locating system. The aim of
the study is to find an appropriate interpolation method by
evaluating several methods in terms of prediction accuracy for
various sections of the barn where different cow activities occur.

METHODS

Experimental Setup and Animals
The study was conducted on a commercial dairy farm located in
Sweden. It houses around 200 milking cows (purebred Holstein
Friesian or Swedish Red and crossbreds) in a non-insulated free-
stall barn (Churakov et al., 2021; Ren et al., 2021b). The barn
had a rectangular plan of 74 × 33m, with feeding alleys on both
sides of the barn along the outer walls (Figure 1A). The cows
were kept in two groups where each group had access to one of
the two feeding alleys (Figure 1A). They were fed a total mixed
ratio ad libitum with fresh feed delivered 12 times a day. The

cows were milked twice a day in an adjoining milking barn with
a milking parlor (2 × 12 GEA Euro class 800 with Dematron
75, GEA Farm Technology, Bönen, Germany). The cubicles were
fitted with rubber mattresses and sawdust.

The CowView positioning system was installed and has
been actively used on the farm for around 10 years for health
surveillance, heat detection and identification of cows. All the
cows were equipped with an active tag embedded collar, with the
tag mounted on top of the neck. The position of each individual
was provided at a temporal resolution of 1Hz approximately
throughout the entire study duration. The real-time locating
system had eight anchors (fixed points to define the coordinate
system) installed on the ceiling at the same height throughout
the barn to provide coverage of the whole barn area (Figure 1A).
Each anchor was powered and connected to the local system
through an Ethernet cable. The data was automatically logged
by adding an external computer to the CowView system at the
farm. It was pre-processed through a chain of data processing
modules and then transmitted to the GEA database (Sloth and
Frederiksen, 2019). It resulted in an output file containing tag
name, timestamp, and the (x, y) coordinate (FA data files in
the CowView system). One example of a cow’s trajectory for a
full day is shown in Figure 1B. The study utilized position data
from November 2019 to January 2020. Six days (continuous 24 h
on each day) evenly distributed throughout the 3-month period
were sampled to reduce the burden of the huge volume of data.

Missing Data Pattern
The missing data pattern was quantified based on 69 cows’
movement patterns in the dairy barn for 6 days. The data
from these cows are the same as in Ren et al. (2021b) with in
total 80,598,108 observations. Data missing 1 s, 5 consecutive
s, and 10 consecutive min averaged 31.29, 18, and 4% of the
study duration, respectively. A short period of missing data can
easily be interpolated. Therefore, more than 5 s of continuous
missing data from the UWB system was considered as missing
in this study.

The proportion of missing data and the duration of missing
data were analyzed. To quantify the missing data pattern, a 20
× 17 grid was applied for the farm’s floorplan. The proportion
of missing data positions was previously analyzed in Ren et al.
(2021b), where the probability of having missing data within
a pre-defined grid square was fitted. In the current study, we
quantify the duration of missing data using a similar model with
pre-defined grid squares.

The proportion of missing data was calculated for each grid
square (Ren et al., 2021b) as

pijk =
zijk

xijk
(1)

where xijk is the number of data points from cow i (i= 1,2,. . . ,m)
in grid square j (j = 1,2,. . . , q) at day k (k = 1,2,. . . ,d), zijk is the
number of times the positions were lost for more than 5 s for cow
i in square j at day k, and consequently pijk is the proportion of
lost positions for cow i in square j at day k.
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Layout of the barns equipped with the CowView system (GEA Farm Technologies). The barn under study (74 × 33m) has feeding alleys on both sides

of the barn toward the wall, and cubicles are in the central parts of the barn. (B) One example of a cow’s trajectory of a day (24 h).

Similarly, the duration of missing data was calculated for each
grid square as

tijk =
gijk

zijk
(2)

where gijk is the gap time for cow i in last non-missing entry
square j at day k, and tijk is the average duration of missing data
for cow i in square j at day k.

The proportion of missing data within each grid square was
estimated by fitting a linear mixed model with spatial smoothing
to logit transformed proportions (Ren et al., 2021b). In the
current study, we also fit the duration of missing data using
a similar model with spatial smoothing but with the duration
of missing data as a Gamma distributed response variable. As
in Ren et al. (2021b), we used the hglm package in R to fit
this hierarchical generalized linear mixed model (HGLM) with
spatial smoothing (Rönnegård et al., 2010; Alam et al., 2015). This

model will from hereon be referred to as the duration of missing
data model.

Missing Data Simulation
To evaluate and compare the different interpolation methods, 20
reliable tags were selected. These 20 tags were quantified for 6
days giving a total of 7,689,018 observations. These 20 tags had
<25% data missing for 1 s or more and <13% data missing for
5 consecutive s or more. Although cows changed group during
the study period, the number of cows in each group was similar
(Table 1).

Missing data were simulated as follows:

1. The estimated probability of having a streak of missing data
p̂ijk in grid square j (Equation 3) was used in the simulation
to sample an instance of missing data given the position of
the cow.
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TABLE 1 | Number of selected individuals in each group during the study period.

Day Group 1 Group 2

Day 1 9 11

Day 2 11 9

Day 3 12 8

Day 4 13 7

Day 5 10 10

Day 6 10 10

2. Given that an individual did get a streak of missing data,
the duration of missing data was sampled from a Gamma
distributed random variable, with parameters estimated from
the fitted HGLM (Equation 4).

3. The simulations were repeated 10 times for every individual
on all 6 days.

To model the missing data proportion, we fitted the
following HGLM

E(logit
(

pijk
)

) = α+βi + uj (3)

where α is an intercept term, βi is the cow specific fixed effect,
and uj is the j:th grid effect, such that

{

uj
}

∼ N
(

0, τ (I−ρD)−1
)

where D is the q× q neighborhood matrix specifying which grid
squares are neighbors with common edges. After fitting with the
observed data, we estimated α = 8.5, σ = 2.4, ρ = 0.2. The
minimum, maximum and median of the cow fixed effects were
−7.7, 0.4,−5.7, respectively.

For the duration of missing data, no spatial correlations were
detected in a Gamma HGLM and the model was reduced to the
following generalized linear model

log(E
(

tijk
)

) = αl+βli + wj (4)

where αl is an intercept term, βli is the cow specific fixed effect
and wj is the j:th grid specific fixed effect. After fitting the
model with the data, we obtained α̂l = −0.944. The minimum,
maximum and median of the cow fixed effects were −0.17, 1.32,
0.52, respectively.

In the simulation study, the estimated model parameters
(including the random effects) were used. For example, in
simulating missing data occasion at location j, for cow i, we
simulate a binary random variable with success probability p̂ij

where p̂ij =
exp

[

α̂+β̂i+ûj

]

1+exp
[

α̂+β̂i+ûj

] . Then, when a missing occasion

is simulated (i.e., the value of the simulated binary random
variable is 1), the respective length of missing data is simulated

as a Gamma variable with mean E
(

tij
)

= exp
[

α̂l + β̂li + ŵj

]

,

and the coefficient of variation (dispersion parameter) φ̂ =

1.98 . A summary of the simulated missing data is given in the
following sub-section.

The missing data pattern and missing data simulation
steps were performed in R (Team, 2020). In total, 24,158,870
observations of missing data were simulated from the observed

cow positions. Thus, for every position of simulated missing
data, the observed position recorded in CowView was available,
enabling assessment of the interpolation error. The simulated
missing data heat map is shown in Figure 2A.

Data Interpolation
We investigated the impacts of four commonly used approaches
for handling data interpolation: previous position, linear
interpolation, cubic spline data interpolation and modified
Akima interpolation:

Previous position fills missing data using the previous last non-
missing entry. Hence, when missing data occurred, the cow was
considered to be in its last recorded position. This is a simple
extrapolation method often used by the farmer in real time to
locate cows in the barn.

Linear interpolation interpolates a straight line between
observed non-missing positions for every gap of missing data.

Spline interpolation performs cubic interpolation to produce
piecewise polynomials with continuous second-order derivatives,
which guarantees a smooth interpolation result (De Boor, 1978).

Modified Akima (Makima) is based on the Akima algorithm
(Akima, 1970) and performs cubic interpolation to produce
piecewise polynomials with continuous first-order derivatives.

Modified Akima works as follows. If δi =
yi+1−yi
xi+1−xi

is the slope

on interval [xi, xi+1), the value of the derivative di at the point xi
is a weighted average of nearby slopes:

di =
w1

w1 + w2
δi−1 +

w2

w1 + w2
δi (5)

with weight w1 and w2 as

w1 = |δi+1−δi| +
|δi+1+δi |

2
, (6)

w2 = |δi−1−δi−2| +
|δi−1+δi−2 |

2
. (7)

The original Akima algorithm gives equal weight to the points on
both sides, evenly dividing an undulation (Akima, 1970). When
two flat regions with different slopes meet, the modificationmade
to the original Akima algorithm gives more weight to the side
where the slope is closer to zero. This modification prioritizes
to the side that is closer to horizontal, which is more intuitive
and avoids overshoot (Fried and Zietz, 1973). Whenever, there
are three or more consecutive collinear points, the algorithm
connects them with a straight line and thus avoids an overshoot.
The modified Akima produces fewer undulations than “Spline”
but does not flatten as aggressively as “Linear”.

All data sets were interpolated to a temporal resolution
of 1Hz, i.e., one position per second. For cow position data
for each day with leading and trailing missing values, the
nearest non-missing value was interpolated. For every position
of simulated missing data, the observed position recorded in
CowView was available. The error distance was calculated using
the Euclidean distance between the interpolated result and the
observed position.

The CowView system uses raw position data to produce
clustered positions, which are then compared to a virtual map
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Density plot of recorded positions for 20 individuals during 6 days. These were used for missing data simulation. (B) Density plot obtained by

simulating missing data. (C) In total, there were 24,158,870 s of simulated missing data with the frequencies shown for values up to 1,400 s.

of the barn to detect basic activities such as resting, feeding,
standing and walking. These activities are assigned reliably by
the CowView system with an accuracy higher than 95% (Tullo
et al., 2016) and were used in our assessment of interpolation
errors for the four different activities: resting, feeding, standing
and walking.

RESULTS

Pattern of Observed Missing Data and
Simulated Data
The simulated duration of missing data was Gamma distributed
(Figure 2C). The longest simulated duration of missing data was
4,771 s, i.e., around 1 h 20min, with 3,770 observations. Most of
the simulated missing data are found in the cubicle area and close
to the feeding tables (Figure 2B).

Overall Performance of Interpolation
Methods
By comparing the observed data from the CowView system with
the interpolations of the simulated missing data, the mean error
distance varied from around 55 cm, using the crude method of
previously last observed position, to around 17 cm for modified
Akima (Table 2).

Performance of Interpolation Methods for
Different Activities
Modified Akima interpolation has the lowest error distance
for all investigated activities (Figure 3). The improvement in
interpolation methods compared to using the last observed
position (“Previous”) was largest when tracking individuals

TABLE 2 | Overall performance of different interpolation methods in centimeters.

Mean (cm) Standard deviation (cm)

Previous 55.1 51.1

Linear 20.2 14.2

Spline 17.7 11.5

Makima 16.6 11.9

walking, while the error distances were smallest for animals
resting in the cubicle area.

Performance of Interpolation in Various
Parts of the Barn
Mean error distance in each grid square of the floorplan was
calculated to investigate where the larger error distances occurred
according to the layout of the barn. Larger errors were found in
areas where the cows walk, i.e., between the cubicles (Figure 4).

Duration of the Missing Data
All four interpolation methods were compared to assess how the
error distance changes with the duration of the missing data. The
mean error distance increased sharply for data missing from zero
up to 1min (Figures 5, 6). When the missing data duration was
longer than 1min, the mean error distances stabilized, while the
variance of the error distance increased (Figure 5). The modified
Akima interpolation method stabilized at a lower level than the
other interpolation methods.

Linear and Modified Akima interpolation was compared
for different activities when the duration of the missing
data was under 5min. Modified Akima interpolation was
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FIGURE 3 | The performance of the four interpolation methods for different activities. The error distances were the largest for animals walking, while they were the

smallest for animals resting in the cubicle area. The modified Akima interpolation methods improved performance compared to using the previous position (Pre); the

improvement was the largest when tracking individuals walking.

substantially superior to linear interpolation for all four
activities (Figure 6), with mean error distances stabilizing
at lower levels.

DISCUSSION

We investigated the pattern of missing data and alternative
interpolation methods for UWB positioning data collected in a
free-stall barn. We aimed to find an appropriate interpolation
method by evaluating alternative methods in terms of prediction
accuracy for various sections of the barn where different cow
activities occur. Extrapolation of missing data using the previous
last non-missing entry is an obvious simple choice for real-
time systems where the user expects a prediction in real time
and cannot wait for interpolated data on future observations.
Therefore, we evaluated the method “Previous position”.
Our results show that detailed analyses of already collected
positioning data can be improved substantially compared to
the “Previous position” method by using suitable interpolation
methods. Linear interpolation has previously been applied by
Pastell et al. (2018) and Melzer et al. (2021) to deal with missing
data. However, we chose to investigate the spline and modified
Akima algorithms since they are not as flattened compared to
the linear algorithm and are therefore expected to give better
predictions for oscillatory data. The modified Akima algorithm
produces fewer undulations than the spline algorithm and is
more suited to deal with quick changes between flat regions. The

modified Akima uses different weights to avoid overshoot and
has been shown to adequately fit different types of movement
data (Dan et al., 2020; Sakkos et al., 2021). In our analyses, we
investigated the improvement in accuracy compared to simple
extrapolation and found that modified Akima was the most
accurate in all parts of the barn and for the different activities.
Modified Akima showed a substantial improvement compared to
simple extrapolation using the last previously observed position.
The mean error distance was 55 cm using simple extrapolation,
whereas for modified Akima the overall mean error distance
was around 17 cm. Considering that there is noise in the data
with a claimed accuracy of 50 cm for the CowView system
(Meunier et al., 2018), it is not feasible to find a perfect
interpolation, but given our results modified Akima showed the
best performance.

The observed 20 cows spent 57% of the day resting,
20% of the day feeding, 10% of the day standing and 13%
walking on average. We evaluated the prediction accuracy
for resting, feeding, standing, and walking in different
sections of the barn. The error distance was largest when
tracking individuals walking, but once again modified
Akima showed the best performance. When cows are in
the feeding area, they often move back and forth within
a limited area, which might explain why smaller error
distances were found in the feeding area than in the walking
area since smaller movements are easier to predict than
large ones.
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FIGURE 4 | Mean error distance in each grid square of the floorplan was calculated to investigate where the larger error distances occurred according to the layout of

the barn. (A) Mean error distances using Previous position. (B) Mean error distances using Linear interpolation. (C) Mean error distances using Spline interpolation.

(D) Mean error distances using modified Akima interpolation.
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FIGURE 5 | Development of mean error distance with the four different interpolation methods. The data points “o” (blank dots) are the mean error distances related to

the duration of the missing data. The smooth curves are spline curves fitted to the data points.
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FIGURE 6 | Development of mean error distance with the duration of the missing data for the four recorded activities. Linear interpolation (black) and modified Akima

interpolation (pink) were compared for missing values up to 300 s. Using modified Akima interpolation, the mean error distances stabilized at lower levels than linear

interpolation for all four activities.

We investigated how the error distance changed when the
duration of the missing data increased. For missing data
durations longer than 1min, the mean error distances from
all four interpolation methods stabilized, while the variance of
the error distance increased. A possible explanation for the
stabilization of error distances after 1min or more of missing
data could be the fact that the animals move within a limited area
inside the barn and tend not to move too far away.

The mean error distance increased sharply, as expected,
for data missing up to 1min since trajectories in shorter
intervals are easier to interpolate. However, after around 1min
the mean error distance reaches a plateau (see Figure 6),
which may be attributed to the system noise and features
in cow movement trajectories. For cows in the resting area,
the position of the tags can jump a small and limited
distance on average around the actual lying position due to
noise. Furthermore, for cows on the move, all interpolation

methods predict a smooth trajectory; however, a cow’s movement
over a limited period of time is a mixture of standing and
walking in different directions resulting in a limited mean
error distance.

We found larger errors in areas where the cows walk, e.g.,
corners around the feeding area and across cubicles (Figure 4).
A free-stall barn is a known, fixed, and segmented environment.
Interpolation methods considering the barn’s structure could
be investigated more in future studies to increase interpolation
accuracy in these areas of the barn. The need for refinement in
accuracy depends on the analyses that the data is intended for. If,
for instance, the data is intended for studying social interactions
during a short specific time of the day, there is a stronger need for
accurate interpolations than computations of summary statistics
for social interactions over an entire day. Nevertheless, the noise
in the observed positions limits how much the data interpolation
can be improved.
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CONCLUSION

Positioning data collected by RTLS for detailed analysis of
animal activity and social interactions need to be well prepared.
Our results demonstrated how well missing positioning data
inside free-stall dairy farms can be interpolated. Modified Akima
interpolation was found to give a substantial improvement
compared to simple extrapolation and was found to be the
most accurate interpolation method in all parts of the barn.
Modified Akima interpolation has the lowest error distance for
resting, feeding, standing, and walking activities. Interpolation
of missing data is expected to provide more reliable position
data; therefore it may come handy in enhancing further analyses
of indoor cow behavior and social interactions. However, how
much do these proposed imputation methods contribute to
a typical cow behavior analysis (e.g., in terms of accuracy
of a cow social network analysis) would be an interesting
issue to further investigate. We leave this issue for a possible
future work.
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